Detailed Prophecy for the Year 2022
By Apostle John E. Sagoe

Topic: The Year of the Lord
Key verse: Acts 2:36 (NASB)

Therefore let all the house of Israel know for certain that God has made Him both Lord and Christ—
this Jesus whom you crucified.

The Lord said: Tell my people „Prophecy does not cancel prophecy“. Some of the prophecies we heard
for the year 2021 have not expired, says the Lord. He says: „Tell my people, some of the things I told
you last year will double this year“.
Let us pray for the Lord not to allow the following prophecies to double this year:
- Politics
o I see serious confusion that is rising in many governments this year. Because there is
no understanding or agreement within them we will begin to hear about severe
disagreements in parliaments which will seriously affect the decision making of
nations. And this will put a lot of things on hold, and even in some nations these
disagreements of the law makers will bring them backwards.
o I also hear that this year politicians will be making more crazy laws
-

Nations of the world
o I hear that many nations will still not recover this year from the damage of
coronavirus.

-

Medical field
o I hear the confusion continues in terms of misunderstanding and mistrust in the area of
medical scandals.
o

There will be a very heavy increase in the pharmaceutical industry in terms of business
We will be hearing a lot of those inventions, like vaccines etc, even new other things about
medicine, new stuff.

Let us pray for these prophecies to truly double this year:
-

Church
o I see an unusual manifestation of God on earth this year.
o This is the year people will look unto the Church for spiritual assistance and spiritual
direction.

o

-

There will be a lot of manifestation of greatness coming out of the Church this year.
The People of God will all of a sudden start rising in different aspects of life in the seven
mountains of society.

Swiss economy
o I hear that we shouldn’t panic, that God will protect the money, our finances. That
means it’s going to get better this year – Glory be to Jesus.

New prophecy for this season
This year is going to be a year of power and glory, a year where we will experience the fire of the Holy
Ghost like never before, a year where we will look onto the Lord just like Psalm 34:5 says: They looked
to Him and were radiant, and their faces were not ashamed (NKJV).
I also see in continuation of the previous prophecy that started already in December the mountain
climbing in the next two months up to February will continue.
People will be struggling in different areas of their lives both spiritual and physical. But when we get the
spiritual victory, it will metamorphose into a physical victory.
I see the struggle of coronavirus crisis into next year – up to 2023 - with up and down challenges, unless
our leaders surrender to God quickly with declaration for total forgiveness.
It is a year of individual authority that will carry us in the next three years. That means the
empowerment and the authority we are receiving today via the key can take us for the next three years,
and then we will come like for renewal of our passport. We should manage it very well because it’s an
unusual power in our hand.
I see that the world will experience the downside of it in those three years. Therefore we need the key
representing God’s authority to overcome the plagues that are ahead of us. Just like it was when the
ten plagues of Egypt were directed against the ten gods of Egypt. That tells you that our battle is spiritual.
I see humans coming up with new strategic ways of attacking one another by technology and science.
In the business world there will be more windows of opportunity for investment and innovation in the
area of industry and mechanics and technology.
In politics I see that this year some countries will be having a state of emergency in order to arm and
amend their constitution to fit their laws. Some of the laws that are going to be legislated in those
countries will bring them to change their flag and their emblem so that it can fit the evil order that the
nations are planning.

In the medical field I also still see more and more side effects of many medications resulting in
depression and attacking our health like we have never seen it before. Therefore let us pray against any
unexpected attack through medicine.
I see more and more leaders rebelling against the one world order on both government level and on
individual level.
Our world will continue to see the transformation, that means we are not going backwards to the way
we know things used to be. Evil will keep increasing, but God’s goodness will also keep going to the next
level. We will see the remnant of God powerfully being used to do signs and wonders as we are living
in the season and time of the supernatural.
I see a spiritual climate change in the next quarter of the year which will result into people rising more
with spiritual hunger. This will cause the hand and power of God to begin to move specially within
the Western World, Europe and America in the same order.
We will see more and more churches merging together. Churches will come together under one name
and together we will combat the forces of darkness in this season, says the Lord. People will give up
their “denomination churches” to join other churches in order to corporately fight against the kingdom
of darkness this year. That is good news!

